
New rules to be framed

TIATR ACADEMY OF GOA

35. Lifetime Contribution to Konkani Cinema Award

There are artistes including tiatr artistes who have gone into films and have
contributed immensely for the development of Konkani Cinema in the past. This
scheme has been devised in order to recognize their contribution to the Konkani
Cinema.

The norms of the scheme are:-

1. The artiste selected for the Lifetime Contribution to Konkani Cinema Award
should be not less than 60 years of age. The age limit may be relaxed if the
health of the artiste is not well. Only one award will conferred every year.

2. His/Her selection should be done by considering not only years of service to
the cause of Konkani cinema, but, following aspects should be taken into
consideration at the time of selection:-

a) Whether he/she was an excellent actor, script writer, director, Play
back singer, lyricist, producer, composer, etc.

b) Whether he/she received any awards in his/her field.
c) Whether he/she has done any innovation on the Konkani Cinema front.
d) If a singer/musician, are there any of his/her songs recorded on vinyl

records, CDs, DVDs, online or brought out in the form of Videos.
e) Besides Konkani cinema, has he/she acted/directed/sung/composed

music/ composed lyrics/designed sets/provided back ground
music/designed light effects etc. for films in other languages.

f) If a script writer or lyricist, has he/she published any books of his/her
scripts/lyrics.

3. Selection for the award will be done on the criteria stated above through
recommendation from individuals/institutions and also through advertisements
in local newspapers. However, the Executive Board may also select the
deserving artistes from outside the recommended list.

4. The selected artiste will be honoured with the award at a special function on
24th April every year on the occasion of the anniversary of release of the first
Konkani film ’Mogacho Anvddo’ by late Al-Jerry Braganza,‘The Father of
Konkani Cinema’.

5. The awardee will have to be present in person to receive the award. The
Lifetime Contribution to Konkani Cinema Award will consist of a shawl, a
memento, a citation, and a Cash purse as fixed by TAG.

6. TAG will confer Lifetime Contribution to Tiatr Awards only once in a lifetime
be it in Tiatr (Commercial/Non-Commercial) or Khell or Khell-Tiatr or
Konkani Cinema.

7. TAG reserves the right to make any changes in the rules.
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